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Sensors based on impedance transduction have been well consolidated in the industry for decades. Today, the downscaling of
the size of sensing elements to micrometric and submicrometric dimensions is enabled by the diffusion of lithographic processes
and fostered by the convergence of complementary disciplines such as microelectronics, photonics, biology, electrochemistry,
and material science, all focusing on energy and information manipulation at the micro- and nanoscale. Although such a
miniaturization trend is pivotal in supporting the pervasiveness of sensors (in the context of mass deployment paradigms such
as smart city, home and body monitoring networks, and Internet of Things), it also presents new challenges for the detection
electronics, reaching the zeptoFarad domain. In this tutorial review, a selection of examples is illustrated with the purpose of
distilling key indications and guidelines for the design of high-resolution impedance readout circuits and sensors.The applications
span from biological cells to inertial and ultrasonic MEMS sensors, environmental monitoring, and integrated photonics.

1. Introduction

Impedance, being the frequency-dependent ratio between
the two fundamental electrical parameters, voltage and cur-
rent, is an ubiquitous quantity, widely leveraged to realize
sensors at different size scales. A physical quantity becomes
detectable by means of impedance (i.e., converted into a
measurable electrical signal) when a variation of such a
quantity reflects into a variation of the impedance of the
sensor (Figure 1). Typically, impedance sensors are passive:
energy is not directly transferred from the physical domain to
the electrical domain (as in the case of optical and radiation
sensors, where photons are converted into electrons, or of
electrochemical sensors, where charge is transferred from
ions tometal electrodes during a redox reaction). Here, exter-
nal events change the sensor impedance and a stimulation
source is required to inject some energy into the sensor
(either a voltage or a current) in order to detect such a
variation.

For decades, impedance sensors have been well consoli-
dated in the industry thanks to their versatility and to two key
properties: they are (1) noninvasive and (2) contactless. The
former attribute is granted by the adjustable penetration of
the electric field in thematter, while the latter is due to charge
induction (capacitive coupling).

The interface between the physical domain (i.e., the
sensing material/device) and the electrical domain is the
electrodes. Although the design of the electrodes is often
overlooked, the codesign of the electrodes and the readout
electronics is a key point to achieve optimal performance, as
illustrated in the following. Thanks to the advancements and
consolidation of microfabrication technologies, particularly
of photolithography, now accessible also to medium- and
small-scale cleanrooms and not only to large microelec-
tronics foundries, today the size of the electrodes can be
shrunk down to the micrometric and submicrometric scale.
Beyond compactness, such miniaturization enables a brand
new range of applications, sincemicron-sized objects become
directly and individually detectable by means of impedance.
In particular, that is the case of micrometric solid particles,
micromachined silicon moving structures, and biological
cells.

If, on the one hand, miniaturization enables unprece-
dented spatiotemporal resolution and paves the way to a
broad range of pervasive biomicrosensing applications, on
the other hand, itmakes themeasurement of impedancemore
challenging. There are two main difficulties: (1) the signal
scales down with the sensor size, thus requiring lower noise
to detect impedance variations Δ𝑍, and (2) the connection
parasitics between the sensor and the readout electronics,
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Figure 1: Architecture of an impedance sensor composed of a
stimulation and a readout circuit. The resolution is the minimum
impedance variation Δ𝑍 that can be detected.

often, do not scale, thus becoming the dominant term to be
minimized. In this tutorial review, selected case studies are
presented in order to highlight valuable solutions and design
criteria to address these detection challenges.

2. Classification, Applications,
and Performance

Despite the great variety of impedance sensors, they can be
grouped into a few classes according to the sensing principle.
The major classification is between resistive and capacitive
sensors. Other grouping criteria are the detection principle
(material versus geometry change), the size of the sensor,
the arrangement (single versus differential), the achievable
resolution (smallest Δ𝑍 in Figure 1), the speed of response,
the dynamic range (DR), the probing frequency 𝑓AC, and the
type of readout circuit.

2.1. Resistive Sensors. Resistive sensors measure the change
of resistance, the real part of impedance. Resistance depends
on the material resistivity 𝜌 and the geometry. Thus, a
variation of resistance can be due to a change of the resis-
tivity or of the sensor geometry (as in the case of resistive
strain gauge). Neglecting border effects, for a parallel plate
geometry (with facing electrodes of area 𝐴, separated by
a distance 𝐷), 𝑅, = 𝜌𝐷/𝐴, while for other geometries a
cell constant 𝑘 is defined so that 𝑅 = 𝜌𝑘. For a coplanar
geometry, the resistance and capacitance between a pair
of parallel band electrodes can be calculated by means of
conformal mapping [1], providing analytical expressions for
𝑘.

The resistivity depends on the number of charge carriers
in the material and on their mobility. Thus, modulation of
resistivity can be due to a change in the number of charge
carriers (electrons in metals and semiconductors, ions in
electrolytic solutions) such as in the case of photoconductors,
or to a change of the mobility. The latter is due, for instance,
to temperature variations, as in the case of RTD (resis-
tive temperature detectors) such as the very popular Pt100
(made of platinum, characterized by a positive temperature
coefficient), or to the effect of the magnetic field as in
magnetoresistive sensors [2, 3].
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Figure 2: Ranges of capacitive resolution achievable by means of
different instrumentation and setup solutions.

Very interestingly, it must be noted that resistance can
be measured, also, in a contactless way, when in series to
the resistance 𝑅 there is a capacitance 𝐶. Such a capacitance
can be physically present in the device (such as in the case
of the double-layer capacitance of ionic resistors and the
CLIPP sensor illustrated in the following section) or placed
externally, as a physical electronic component (capacitor) in
the detection circuit.

2.2. Capacitive Sensors. Analogously to resistive sensors,
capacitive ones measure the change in capacitance between
two electrodes separated by a dielectric material. Such vari-
ation can be due to a change of the material (specifically of
its dielectric constant 𝜀𝑟) or of the geometry. Two classical
applications are the measurement of linear displacement and
the measurement of liquid level in a reservoir. In the former
case, the dielectric is constant (typically air) and the geometry
changes since one electrode is fixed and the other one moves.
In the latter case, the electrodes are fixed, while the level
of liquid (with 𝜀𝑟 higher than air) changes the capacitance.
Analogously, different liquids flowing in channels can be
identified by the different 𝜀𝑟 [4] and debris can be detected
[5].

When multiple electrodes are employed, capacitance and
impedance tomography can be performed, for instance, plac-
ing an array of electrodes around organs in the body (for non-
invasive biomedical imaging and artificial skin sensing [6]) or
around an insulating pipe to track the liquid composition [7].
Three-dimensional tomographic maps can be reconstructed
with proper algorithms solving the inverse problem, by
sequentially stimulating one electrode and measuring the
response of all the others.

The evolution of industrial capacitive sensors clearly
shows the constant miniaturization trend and the corre-
sponding need for increasingly better resolution. Figure 2
illustrates the relation between capacitive resolution and
the type of instrumentation correspondingly needed. A
resolution in the femtoFarad (10−15 F) range, suitable, for
instance, to measure the parasitic coupling between CMOS
metal lines, is provided by commercial instrumentation.High
resolution, in the attoFarad (10−18 F) range, is required for
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particular applications, such as nanometric displacement [8]
or local impedance sensing with the conductive tip of the
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) [9] and is achievable with
dedicated electronics realized with discrete components [9–
11]. Ultrahigh resolution, in the zeptoFarad (10−21 F) range,
is only achievable with a monolithic combination of the
microelectrodes with the ASIC implementing the readout
circuits [12, 13]. A quantitative analysis of the capacitive
resolutions achievable in different applications is reported
in the survey of Table 1, where the sensors are ordered for
decreasing size. 𝐶 is the total sensor capacitance, Δ𝐶 is the
typical variation of capacitance, 𝜎𝐶 is the sensor resolution,
DR is the dynamic range (DR =𝐶/𝜎𝐶), and SNR is the signal-
to-noise ratio (Δ𝐶/𝜎𝐶). Also, the table shows whether the
sensing method (Meas.) is based on material or geometry
variation (𝑀/𝐺), whether the implementation (Impl.) is
monolithic or based on discrete components (𝑀/𝐷), and
whether a differential configuration is adopted. However, in
the millimeter size range, touchscreen capacitive detection
is inserted in the table, representing the top bound with pF
range capacitances, currently being amainstream application
in industry [14]. Another interesting industrial application,
despite being less recent and commercially successful, is
fingerprint recognition by means of capacitive sensors. In the
reported case, the sensor is monolithic, realized in CMOS
technology, with an array of 16’380 microelectrodes (30 𝜇m
× 30 𝜇m) fabricated in the top metal layer and buried under
2 𝜇m thick dielectric passivation [15]. Evolutions of liquid
level sensing in the microfluidics domain include level gaug-
ing in a microreservoir with pL sensitivity [16] and detection
of droplets [1]. Manipulation of single water droplets in
air or, more commonly, in oil is performed in the context
of digital microfluidics, where the droplets are individually
actuated by means of passivated planar electrodes, leveraging
the phenomenon of electrowetting on dielectrics (EWOD).
In the majority of cases, electrodes are in mm size range and
the corresponding 𝐶 is in the pF range, while a more scaled
solution has been proposed [17].

3. Microscale Case Studies

3.1. Cells. As mentioned in the Introduction, the most inter-
esting biological entities of micrometric size that can be
probed by impedance are cells, whose size ranges from 15 to
20𝜇m of mammalian cells down to 1-2𝜇m of bacteria. The
simplest electrical equivalent of electrically passive cells is a
single shell (Figure 3(a)) composed by a membrane capac-
itance (of specific surface capacitance 𝐶𝑀 ∼ 0.01 pF/𝜇m

2)
associated with the cell insulating membrane (a bilipidic
layer of 4 nm thickness) in series to the impedance of the
cytoplasm (𝑅𝐶 ‖ 𝐶𝐶), very similar to the culture medium,
which is a high-conductivity (typically 1.5 S/m) water-based
solution (with approximately the same dielectric constant
of water). Consequently, the presence of the cell can be
electrically detected thanks to the contrast between the
conductive saline medium and the insulating cell body [18].
Typically, it can be considered insulating for frequencies up
to the MHz range, above which the membrane capacitance is
bypassed.
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Figure 3: (a) Electrical equivalent of a nonelectrogenic cell; (b)
scheme of the orifice-based Coulter sensing approach.

Traditionally, single mammalian cells have been electri-
cally counted and sized by means of the Coulter counter [19].
In this case, the micrometric bodies to be detected are forced
to pass through a small aperture (slightly wider than the
largest cell) separating two large chambers filled with ionic
solution, contacted with macroscopic Ag/AgCl electrodes
providing ohmic contact with the liquid (Figure 3(b)). The
passage of a single cell temporarily obstructs the micropore,
producing an increase of the measured ionic resistance
between the two chambers. The width of the resistive pulse
depends on the translocation speed (transit time typically
in the order of 100 𝜇s) and the amplitude depends on the
volume of the cells, thus allowing extracting the size of the
cells. The resolution is typically in the % range. Thanks to
the ohmic contact of nonpolarizable electrodes, the ionic
resistance is measured in DC, allowing great simplicity
in the readout circuit. This technique proved to be very
powerful and has been extended from cells, reducing the
size of the pore down to nanometric dimensions, also to
detect nanoparticles at high speed [20], DNA molecules (for
label-free sequencing) [21], and bacteria [22] and clusters of
antibodies in pharmaceutical plants [23].

The key design aspect of the resistive pulse detection is
that, in order to increase the sensitivity, the diameter of the
pore should be as small as possible, matching the size of the
target. As an example, the same readout electronics can detect
single bacteria (1-2𝜇m)with a large pore of 3𝜇mby 5 𝜇m(and
50 𝜇m long) [24], as well as single nanoparticles of 220 nm
diameter with an orifice cross section of 1.4 𝜇m by 2 𝜇m (and
5 𝜇m long) [25]. Unfortunately, this implies two significant
drawbacks: (i) high risk of device clogging, if debris or larger
clusters of particles/cells happen to flow through the aperture,
and (ii) reduced flow rate. Higher flow rates can be achieved
by putting in parallel several channels and by replicating the
readout electronics. Another critical point is that the dynamic
range is limited, since the signal scales with the volume of the
particle. In order to extend the dynamic range, a channel with
nonconstant cross section has been proposed: “nodes” along
the channel produce a size-specific signal (signature) that, by
means of autocorrelation, enables improving the SNR [26].

When targeting biomolecules (such as proteins, antibod-
ies, enzymes, or other biomarkers) of nanometric size, that
is, much smaller than single cells, two approaches can be
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Figure 4: Use of impedance for detecting cells (a) flowing in a
single stream in a microfluidic channel and (b) growing on a planar
substrate.

followed. One way is to fabricate nanometric orifices and
optimize the performance of the detection electronics, for
instance, byminimizing the stray capacitance, thus preferring
glass nanopipettes to silicon nanopores [29, 30]. Another
approach is to functionalize larger beads with target-specific
receptors that cause agglomeration of beads in the presence
of the target molecules. Recent examples include the use of
7 𝜇mpolystyrene beads [31], 2.8 𝜇mmagnetic beads [32], and
290 nm nanoparticles [33] that, combined with an 800 nm
pore, allowed single-molecule resolution. Magnetic beads
functionalized with specific receptors allow also the use
of an external magnetic force to differentiate among cells
expressing specific molecules, for instance, by using two
micropores in series and slowing [34] or capturing [35] them
and comparing the peaks before and after the interactionwith
the magnetic field.

An alternative to the micropore approach, significantly
less prone to the clogging risk, is the use of microelectrodes
for the confinement of the electric field. In particular, if we
consider a pair of coplanar band microelectrodes separated
by a distance 𝐷 (Figure 4(a)), the electric field protrudes in
the vertical direction for a distance equal to about𝐷. Thus, if
the distance𝐷 ismade comparable to the cell size (10–20𝜇m),
the passage of a single cell in this sensing volume (of cross-
sectional area ∼ 𝐷2) significantly perturbs the impedance
between the two electrodes. Clearly, the cells must flow very
close to the surface where the microelectrodes are fabricated.
However, the channel can be much wider, thus compatible
with the transit of larger objects, without any risk of clogging,
provided that a focusingmechanism is used to vertically align
the stream of cells close to the sensing area. Hydrodynamic
focusing is typically the preferred choice, being suitable for
three-dimensional focusing and independent of the parti-
cle/cells properties. It requires only additional pumps to drive
the auxiliary inlets for the sheath flows [36]. This technique
is called impedance flow cytometry (IFC) [37]: analogously to
the Coulter counter, it enables counting and sizing cells since
the variation of impedance is related to the cell volume [38].
Furthermore, if different cell types express different electrical
phenotypes (e.g., live versus dead cells), sorting based on
impedance is also possible [39], as a label-free alternative to

the standard optical approach (FACS, Fluorescence-Activated
Cell Sorting), enabling high throughput (104 cells/sec) and
potential for molecular sensitivity but requiring staining cells
with fluorophores.

Beyond the absence of the orifice, the most impor-
tant difference between the two approaches is in the elec-
trode/solution interface. The microelectrodes used in flow
cytometry are fabricated by means of lithography in noble
metals such as gold or platinum,which do not easily exchange
charge with the ionic solution. Thus, the interface is polar-
izable and a double-layer capacitance (𝐶DL in Figure 4(b))
needs to be bypassed at 𝑓AC in order to access the solution
resistance (𝑅SOL) modulated by the presence of the cells. For
the common case of gold/cell culture buffer, the value of 𝐶DL
per unit area of the electrodes is ∼0.1 pF/𝜇m2.

Along with the dynamic use of impedance in flow cytom-
etry, it is also well suitable for static monitoring of the growth
of a colony of cells, adherent on a solid substrate. In this case
(Figure 4(b)), the layer of growing cells that progressively
cover the substrate alters the interfacial impedance. The
impedance increase can be detected by means of a single
large electrode, as in the pioneering technique called ECIS
(Electric Cell-substrate Impedance Sensing) [40] or by means
of interdigitated electrodes with a distance comparable with
the cells size [41]. The latter proved to be more sensitive
thanks to the confinement of the electric field better matched
with the volume of cells [42]. After decades, this technique is
well consolidated and three commercial systems are available
in the market: ECIS𝑍 by Applied Biophysics (𝑓AC 4–64 kHz)
and Cell Key by Molecular Devices (𝑓AC 1 kHz–10MHz)
have a single disk electrode, while exCELLigence by Roche
(𝑓AC 10–50 kHz) is based on interdigitated electrodes. Since
when cells die they commonly detach from the substrate
and impedance decreases, the death of the colony can be
tracked as well [43]. The full life cycle of cells, from seeding
to death, can be recorded. This is a key aspect, which makes
this technique perfectly suited for high-throughput drug
discovery since the response of cells to the perfusion of
new drugs can be screened in automatic, parallelizable, and
combinatorial ways. The only limitation of this technique
is the strong dependence of the signal on the adhesion of
cells, depending on the surface properties (chemical and
morphological) and on the specific cell line. Thus, quantita-
tive impedance results cannot be easily migrated from one
cell type to another. Reliable results can be obtained only by
comparing impedance values for the same cell type.

Despite the vast literature (reviewed in [37] up to 2010),
single-cell IFC has not yet reached the same maturity and
diffusion of ECIS. From the analysis of recent advances
in the field of single-cell detection [44–59], the following
trends can be highlighted. (1) Smarter and more robust
event detection algorithms are emerging. Instead of simply
fixing a threshold on the impedance value exceeded by the
resistive pulse for each passage, digital segmentation and
autocorrelation leveraging the odd symmetry of differential
pulses can be used [44], as well as multielectrode structures
that, while increasing the input capacitance and the mea-
surement time, produce specific signatures, whose shape can
be better identified against noise [45] or improved electrode
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layout [46]. (2) Combination of IFC with dielectrophoresis
(DEP) is increasing for sorting [47], trapping [48], orienting
[49], and sensing [50]. Beyond hydrodynamic focusing, the
uncertainty due to the spread in the vertical position of
cells can be reduced by creating a vertical gradient in the
value of 𝐶DL of vertical electrodes [51]. (3) Beyond counting
and sizing, significantly richer information can be extracted
from impedance: morphology of single cells can be dynami-
cally screened [49] combining simultaneous measurements
among orthogonal arrangements of electrodes, as well as
with an array of electrodes for static single-cell microtomog-
raphy, for instance, to study electroporation [52]. In order
to analyze subcellular entities, a higher probing frequency
needs to be used; in particular, dielectric spectroscopy (e.g.,
at 1 GHz across 30 𝜇m spaced electrodes in a resonator
measured in a bulky microwave setup [53]) is becoming a
very interesting technique, complementary to standard IFC,
commonly limited below 100MHz. (4) Focus is increasing on
single-cell analysis leveraging fast trapping of single cells by
means of DEP [48] or microbarriers, for instance, of cross
section 10 𝜇m × 5 𝜇m [54] demonstrating the capability to
discriminate ex vivo young versus old vascular endothelial
cells showing a difference of 12𝜇s in 𝑅𝐶 and of 0.7 pF in 𝐶𝑀.
Impedance detection is increasingly combinedwith actuators
that are triggered by the translocation of a single cell. In fact,
single cells can be “printed” in droplets of 500 pL volume by
combining IFCwith piezoactuation in real-time loop [55] and
can be imaged by a CMOS image sensor, directly coupled to
amicrofluidic channel and triggered by a differential resistive
pulse sensor [56]. When several channels are put in parallel
to increase the total flow rate, replicating the impedance AC
readout might be an issue at discrete-component level, and
thus a combination of several electrodes into a single port
preserving single-cell resolution by means of spatially coded
orthogonal sequences has been recently proposed [57].

Finally, it must be highlighted that, also in the context
of ECIS, single-cell resolution represents the current state
of the art, achieved, for instance, by using ISFETs with a
micrometric gate area matched with the size of single cells,
that is, 2 𝜇m × 16 𝜇m [58] or 5𝜇m × 12 𝜇m [59].

3.2. CLIPP. A recent and original application of impedance
in the field of integrated photonics consists in the mea-
surement of the conductance of a semiconductor waveguide
for inferring the intensity of light propagating within it.
Although the semiconductor is transparent at the operational
wavelength (typically 1550 nm) since the energy gap of the
semiconductor is larger than the energy of the photons, a very
small fraction of light is absorbed due to intermediate energy
states, lying in the gap and created by the presence of lattice
defects at the interface between the core and the cladding.
By measuring the tiny increase of photogenerated carriers
(i.e., of conductance), it is possible to measure the local light
intensity. A direct ohmic contact with the waveguide is not
feasible, since it would heavily attenuate the propagating elec-
tromagnetic field. The simple solution adopted in the CLIPP
(ContactLess Integrated Photonic Probe) is to capacitively
access the waveguide (Figure 5(a)) by placing two electrodes
at a safe distance (∼1 𝜇m) on the top cladding [60]. Thus,
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CLIPP equivalent model(a)

Cross 
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(b) Top view
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ControllerFeedback
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Figure 5: CLIPP longitudinal cross section (a) highlighting the
simplified impedance model and top view of two devices: (b) MZ
interferometer switch and (c) ring resonator with embeddedCLIPPs
allowing closed-loop stabilization and control.

the CLIPP is compatible with all fabrication technologies,
requiring no additional postprocessing or modifications to
the design of the optical layer which is decoupled from the
sensing layer. Such a top metal layer is a commonly available
fabrication step, typically used to pattern thermooptical
actuators for tuning the devices.

The simplified sensor equivalent impedance is composed
of two access capacitances (𝐶𝐴 in Figure 5(a)) between the
electrodes and the waveguide, through the top cladding (1 𝜇m
thick SiO2 for SOI technology where the waveguide has a
thickness of 220 nm and a width of 480 nm for single-mode
operation), in series to the waveguide conductance (𝐺WG).
The impedance probing frequency should be chosen high
enough to bypass 𝐶𝐴 and measure 𝐺WG. If the bottom oxide
is sufficiently thick (>2 𝜇m), the capacitive coupling toward
the silicon substrate manifests at slightly higher frequencies,
delimiting a resistive plateau.

The CLIPP operation has been demonstrated on both
silicon [60] and InP [61] photonic platforms. For silicon, the
CLIPP offers −35 dBm sensitivity, 40 dB dynamic range in
the 1.3–1.6 𝜇m spectrum, and a response time of tens of 𝜇s,
with a minimum linear footprint in the order of 100 𝜇m.
Since no additional loss is introduced, several CLIPPs can be
cascaded along the same optical path, making this solution
suitable for optical circuits at large scale of integration.
Versatile placing of the CLIPP inside each optical device
and massive parallelization are finally enabled. For optimal
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performance and multichannel readout, up to 32 CLIPPs can
be operated with a single custom-designed low-noise CMOS
ASIC tracking the sensors impedance [62].

Since the CLIPP provides local information of light
intensity, it can be used inside a feedback loop, in combi-
nation with an actuator, to tune and control the operation
of a photonic device. Examples of devices highly sensitive
to fabrication tolerances and temperature drift are Mach-
Zehnder interferometers used as switches (Figure 5(b)) [63]
and microring resonators (Figure 5(c)) [64] largely used
in filters and multiplexers, both successfully stabilized by
embedded CLIPP sensors.

Themost promising competitor technology to the CLIPP
for realizing embedded light power monitors and closed-
loop control is still based on surface state absorption [65],
requiring more complex and invasive fabrication of reverse-
biased lateral PN junctions, used to collect the photogener-
ated carriers.

If closed-loop control can solve the issue of thermal
sensitivity of optical components [66], their scalability is
hampered by a power dissipation issue [67]. Considering that
the power dissipation of single thermal actuator is currently
in the order of tens of mW, packing hundreds or thousands
of them on a single chip poses severe energetic issues. Thus,
alternative technologies for light switches are being explored,
which do not require static dissipation such as MEMS with
electrostatic actuation [68] or ionic intercalation [69].

3.3. MEMS. The area of MEMS (Microelectromechanical Sys-
tems)was among the first to deploy impedance measurement
at the microscale. Despite the great variety of technologies
(hybrid versus monolithic integration, bulk versus surface
machining) and devices, we review here two kinds of
sensors where high-resolution capacitive measurement of
displacement is fundamental: inertial sensors and CMUT
(Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers). In both
cases, capacitance is used to detect themotion between a fixed
electrode and a moving one. In the case of inertial sensors,
both accelerometers [28] and gyroscopes [12], a proof mass,
anchored to the fixed frame through silicon springs, moves
under the effect of inertial forces.The capacitance ismeasured
between two combs of interdigitated electrodes, one fixed
to the frame and the other moving with the seismic mass
(Figure 6(a)). A fully differential geometry is adapted since,
with respect to the balanced rest position, when moving
in one direction, the capacitance increases on one side and
decreases on the opposite side. In a monolithic implemen-
tation, a chip by Analog Devices (ADXRS family of gyros)
features a resolution of 12 zF (𝑉AC = 10V, BW = 0.1Hz, and
𝑓AC = 15 kHz) [12].

CMUT devices, largely used, for instance, in biomedical
imaging [70], transduce ultrasound waves into electrical
signal by means of the flexure of a thin (∼200 nm) micro-
machined membrane. As illustrated in Figure 6(b), the
membrane can be postfabricated on top of CMOS chip
where arrays of sensing pads (70 𝜇m × 70𝜇m) measure the
capacitance with respect to thin electrodes embedded in the
membrane at a distance of 120 nm [27].

1𝜇m

Inertial MEMS

Proof mass

Fixed frameMoving plate

Springs

(a)

70𝜇m

120nm

CMOS ASIC

CMUT

(b)

Figure 6: High-resolution capacitive sensing in MEMS: (a) inertial
sensors and (b) ultrasonic transducers.

Beyond the application to siliconmicromachineddevices,
high-resolution capacitive sensing is leveraged also in combi-
nation with piezoactuators in order to achieve a closed loop
with nanometric resolution [8].

3.4. Particulate Matter. Starting from the basic consideration
that the largest airborne particulate matter (PM10, with
an equivalent diameter below 10 𝜇m) has the same size of
biological cells, it was proposed to adopt an electric approach
also to detect single dust particles in air [11].The fundamental
difference is that for cells in liquid there is a high contrast
(about 106 : 1) in conductivity between the saline solution and
the insulating cells. Instead, for particles in air, the electrical
difference is in terms of dielectric constant, which can be
as small as 2 : 1, with 𝜀𝑟 of plastic being just double that of
air. Another complication is related to the transport of the
particles: since air has a density 1000 times smaller than
water, offering no buoyancy, it is more difficult to guide them
through microchannels. Consequently, instead of an in-flow
architecture, bottom planar electrodes are used, on which
passive or forced deposition of PM is capacitively detected.

Single large PM10 particles have been capacitively
detected with gold microelectrodes patterned on a glass sub-
strate and connected to a low-noise readout circuit achieving
1 aF resolution. Since the coplanar electrodes had aminimum
distance of 4𝜇m, the corresponding capacitive signal is in the
10 aF range, giving a minimum detectable diameter of about
7 𝜇m.

In order to target PM1, whose concentration is more
relevant from the toxicological point of view, a fully mono-
lithic approach was adopted. As illustrated in Figure 7, the
interdigitated electrodes have been fabricated with the top
metal layer of CMOS chip (0.35𝜇m AMS process) exposed
to air with the same windowing used for bonding pads [13].
Beyond miniaturization and potential for mass production,
thismonolithic solution provides two key advantages: smaller
electrodes can be fabricated (in this case the width and
separation are equal to 1 𝜇m) and the readout electronics are
realized on the same chip, achieving radical minimization
of the connection parasitics and, correspondingly, optimal
resolution (as illustrated in the next section).

The electrodes are interdigitated and connected in a
differential configuration. In order to cover a sensing area
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CMOS ASIC
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1𝜇m1𝜇m

(a)
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10 aF

(b)
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Figure 7: On-chip detection of single dust particles of 1 𝜇m diameter with monolithic CMOS sensors (a) featuring a resolution of 65 zF (b)
and 1 𝜇m interdigitated electrodes (c) on an active deposition area of 1mm2.

of 1mm2, 32 channels (500 𝜇m × 70 𝜇m) are connected in
parallel. Each channel features a low-noise front-end with
capacitive feedback, an automatic network for compensating
the mismatch between electrodes pairs (up to 4.5 fF with 5-
bit resolution), a square-wave multiplier, and 𝑔𝑚-𝐶 low-pass
filter. The capacitive resolution is 65 zF with a bandwidth of
40Hz, corresponding to a dynamic range of 128 dB (at 3.3 V
power supply, 3.3 V square-wave forcing signal, and 25mA
current consumption). This resolution allows detecting par-
ticles of diameter down to 1 𝜇m: if made of carbon (i.e., with
the lowest 𝜀𝑟 = 2), it produces Δ𝐶 ∼ 0.7 aF, clearly detectable
with SNR∼ 20 dB. Figure 7(b) shows themeasured capacitive
jump due to the landing of a single mineral talc particle of
∼3.5 𝜇m diameter (visible on top of the electrodes in the
microscope image of Figure 7(c)) producing a stepΔ𝐶= 10 aF
(with an excellent SNR in excess of 40 dB) [13].

Themajor drawbacks of the capacitive approach (need for
an active particle capturing force to reduce the measurement
time, need for periodic cleaning of the detection surface,
and sensitivity to false counts due to humidity droplets)
are shared with the other solid-state competitor technology
based on mass-sensitive silicon resonators [60, 61], whose
resonance frequency shifts according to the increase of mass
due to PM deposition, currently targeting smaller diameters
[71] or lacking single-particle resolution in the PM10 range
[72].

4. Design Criteria

From the analysis of the selected case studies, briefly dis-
cussed above and summarized in Table 2, we can synthetize
useful indications and design guidelines for the optimization
of high-resolution impedance sensors.

4.1. Low-Noise Readout Electronics. Of course, the design of
the readout circuit is pivotal in achieving high resolution.
An important consideration is that the electronics should be
designed together with the electrodes [73]. If some degrees
of freedom are available also on the electrodes side, the
codesign phase should be iterative, adapting the electrodes to

Table 2: Summary of the presented microscale case studies.

Type Material Geometry

𝑅

DC RTD, magnetoresistance
Coulter counter Strain gauge

AC Flow cytometry
CLIPP

𝐶

Particulate matter
Liquid level, droplets
fingerprint, touch

MEMS inertial sensors
MEMS CMUT

Piezo-nano-displacement

theminimization of noise and tailoring the electronics on the
electrodes impedance.

Impedance can bemeasured in several ways, for instance,
putting the unknown 𝑍 inside a bridge composed of
adjustable impedances, or coupling it to the time constant
of a resonator or oscillator, in order to convert the signal
into a frequency shift. For ultralow-noise performance, the
optimal readout scheme, adopted in all the case studies
presented above, is composed of a current reading front-end
combined with a narrowband phase-sensitive detector (the
lock-in detector). As illustrated in Figure 8, 𝑍 is excited with
a voltage signal𝑉AC (typically a sinusoidal signal at frequency
𝑓AC) and the current correspondingly flowing in 𝑍 is read by
a transimpedance amplifier (TIA), converting it, through the
feedback impedance, into a voltage 𝑉OUT, fed to the lock-in
demodulator (LID). The LID consists of a multiplier, shifting
the signal from 𝑓AC to DC and, by a low-pass filter (LPF)
with a tunable bandwidth (BW), removing the replica of the
spectrum around 2𝑓AC and setting the sensor response time.
Being synchronized with the excitation signal 𝑉AC, the LID
can extract the in-phase (Re [𝑍]) and in-quadrature (Im [𝑍])
components of𝑍.The advantages of this scheme with respect
to other solutions are as follows:

(1) Precise control of the voltage 𝑉𝐴𝐶 applied across 𝑍
thanks to the virtual ground. This is particularly rel-
evant for electrochemical and biological applications
where cells and macromolecules are very sensitive to
the applied field and potential.
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Figure 8: Low-noise impedance detection circuit combining
current-sensing with synchronous lock-in demodulation.

(2) Neutralization of parasitics since to whole sensor
current is absorbed by the virtual ground (when
the TIA loop gain is high) and no current flows in
the parasitic paths between the terminals of 𝑍 and
ground.

(3) Tunability of BW independently of 𝑓𝐴𝐶: a narrow
BW can be set (∼Hz) around large 𝑓AC (∼MHz),
achieving in a simple way an equivalent band-pass
filter with very high quality factor (𝑓AC/BW ∼ 10

7)
and automatically tracking a changing 𝑓AC, that is,
ideal for impedance spectroscopy.

(4) Minimum noise, thanks to the narrow filter around
𝑓AC.

(5) Compatibility with both monochromatic (single fre-
quency at 𝑓AC) and nonmonochromatic stimulation
waveforms (multisine, square waves, wide spectrum
such as pseudo noise [74], etc.).

(6) Compatibilitywith single-terminal sensing (i.e., when
the second terminal is grounded and not accessible
by the readout circuit) by exciting the virtual ground
instead of the𝑍 terminal, as illustrated in Figure 9(a).
It requires subtraction of the𝑉AC signal at𝑉OUT node.

(7) Compatibility with both single-ended and differential
schemes by simply adding an inverting buffer (Fig-
ure 9(b)).

(8) Versatility: the implementation of the LID can be
either analog (by means of analog multipliers [75]) or
digital (PC-based [10] or FPGA-based [76]).

The TIA, despite being very effective in reading the sensor
current with a low input impedance, which neutralizes
other parasitics, presents a severe limitation: it is affected
by a fundamental resolution/speed trade-off. Since the only
design parameter is the value of the feedback resistor 𝑅𝐹,
opposite trends collide in its sizing. For achieving high
transimpedance gain and low thermal noise (current power
spectral density equal to 4 kT/𝑅𝐹, where 𝑘 is the Boltzmann
constant and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature), 𝑅𝐹 should
be maximized. On the other hand, due to the intrinsic
parasitic capacitance (minimum 𝐶𝐹 = 0.2 pF for any SMD
component), the amplifier bandwidth is 1/(2𝜋𝑅𝐹𝐶𝐹), thus
requiring smaller 𝑅𝐹 to obtain wide bandwidth. Advanced
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+
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Figure 9: (a) Single-side impedance measurement and (b) differen-
tial configuration.

topologies can be adopted to relax this trade-off, for instance,
by removing 𝑅𝐹, thus operating the first stage as low-noise
integrator (ideal for capacitive sensors) complemented with
networks for handling DC leakage currents and additional
stages such as differentiators to extend the bandwidth by
cancelling the integrator slow pole [77].

The performances of advanced analog front-end topolo-
gies for capacitive sensing are summarized in Table 3, includ-
ing both CMOS integrated [78–81] and discrete-component
implementations. Since the resolution scales linearly with
𝑉AC and worsens with the square root of BW, a valid figure
of merit (FoM) for the comparison of the ultimate resolution
offered by different circuits is FoM = 𝜎𝐶 ⋅ 𝑉AC/√BW, that
is, the noise spectral density normalized on the stimulation
amplitude, as reported in the table. The best performing
circuits in the zeptoFarad range are all based on ASIC
monolithic operation.

Power dissipation, unavoidably large for low-noise cir-
cuits, is also reported as a secondary parameter. In fact,
its importance strongly depends on the application. Clearly,
power dissipation is of primary importance for battery-
operated sensors, while it can be traded off in exchange for
low noise in high-resolution applications.

4.2. Parasitics and Miniaturization. The ultimate resolution
limit is set by the front-end noise, whose contribution should
beminimized (ideally below other intrinsic sources of noise).
A key aspect for the minimization of the input current
noise of the TIA front-end is the minimization of the total
capacitance at the virtual ground node, 𝐶IN in Figure 8. In
fact, the input-referred equivalent voltage noise source of OP
causes fluctuations of the virtual ground potential which are
differentiated across 𝐶IN, producing a noise current. Due to
the differentiation, this noise term linearly increases with the
frequency and with the value of 𝐶IN (see a detailed noise
analysis in [77]). This is the fundamental reason why the
minimization of the length of the connection between the
electrodes and the amplifier pad is so important, leading to
the radical solution of making the experiment/sensor “on
the pad,” that is, building the sensing microelectrodes on the
same ASIC substrate, as shown for MEMS gyros [12], CMUT
[27], dust detection [13], on-chip capacitive biosensors [83],
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and nanopore current amplifier [84] and AFM impedance
spectroscopy on pad [85].

In order to properly minimize 𝐶IN, it is important to
extract an accurate model of the total device impedance,
including parasitic terms. For devices realized by means of
lithography, the substrate plays a fundamental role. If the
ASIC is also realized on the same substrate, it must be clearly
a silicon substrate, and the distance from the electrodes to
the substrate should be maximized (as in the case of the
CLIPP and PM1 detector). Instead, if the substrate is passive,
that is, a purely mechanical support of microelectrodes as in
electrochemical cartridge chips coupled tomicrofluidics [41],
then an insulating substrate such as glass or quartz should be
definitely preferred [86].

4.3. Frequency and Signal Optimization. Along with the
minimization of noise, it is of course important to maximize
the signal. Thus, rather than focusing only on 𝜎𝐶, the most
important parameter to optimize is the SNR that must be
maximized. A simple but clarifying example is the pore-based
Coulter scheme for detection of insulating microparticles
in a conductive solution (Figure 3(a)). Since the power
spectral density of the thermal current noise of the pore ionic
resistance 𝑅pore is 4 kT/𝑅pore, in order to reduce the device
noise, 𝑅pore should be increased by reducing the conductivity
𝜎SOL of the solution. However, the signal is proportional
to 𝜎SOL (Δ𝐼 ∼ 𝜎SOL, since the larger the value of 𝜎, the
larger the contrast with an insulating object). Since the SNR
∼ 𝜎SOL/√𝜎SOL, that is, the signal linearly increases with 𝜎SOL,
while the noise increases only with the square root of 𝜎SOL, in
the end, it is better to increase 𝜎SOL.

To achieve signal maximization when measuring a resis-
tance 𝑅 in series to a capacitance 𝐶 (as in the CLIPP case),
the probing frequency 𝑓AC should be carefully chosen. In
the absence of a tight upper limit to the resistive plateau,
𝑓AC should be at least one decade higher than 1/(2𝜋𝑅𝐶),
in order to avoid the signal drop across the capacitor
impedance. Unfortunately, a variety of factors often limit
the upper end of the plateau. On the one hand, the impact
of all the stray capacitances becomes more important for
increasing frequency, since more current correspondingly
flows in the parasitic paths. For example, in the case of the
CLIPP sensor, the stray capacitive coupling to the conductive
silicon substrate severely limits the extension of the plateau.
On the other hand, operating at high frequency is more
demanding for the electronics (wide-band amplifiers and
components operating at higher frequencies) and the impact
of delays and phase errors, for instance, due to long cables
or improper PCB layout, again becomes critical. If possible,
in order to avoid these complications, the size of the sensor
should be tuned to obtain equivalent impedance fitting with
an optimal 𝑓AC in the MHz range. Indeed, if the sensor
structure allows, sensing in the GHz frequency range is also
possible, typically leveraging resonance, even on amonolithic
CMOS chip (designedwith specificRF/microwave criteria) as
demonstrated recently for cell dielectric spectroscopy [82].

4.4. Differential Scheme. Finally, whenever possible, it is
advisable to adopt a differential configuration. As illustrated

in Figure 9(b), a second impedance 𝑍2 matched with the
sensor impedance 𝑍1 needs to be available. The series of the
two impedances is driven by a differential signal. Starting
from a single-ended signal 𝑉AC, the signal driving 𝑍2 in
counterphase can be easily generatedwith an inverting buffer.
𝑍2 can be either fixed, that is, equal to the value of 𝑍1 in
the initial rest condition, or changing in counterphase with
respect to 𝑍1 (i.e., when 𝑍1 increases by a positive amount
Δ𝑍, 𝑍2 must simultaneously decrease by the same amount).
The latter case offers the maximum sensitivity since the
difference signal is doubled. When the sensors are perfectly
balanced, no current flows in the TIA, giving a zero output
signal. In the presence of an event altering the sensor, the two
impedances become unbalanced, and the difference current
Δ𝐼 is amplified by the TIA. Consequently, despite a doubling
of the sensor size, the important advantages of the differential
configuration are as follows:

(1) Significant improvement of the DR, since only the
difference current Δ𝐼 (produced by Δ𝑍) is amplified
and not the total 𝐼 (given by the total 𝑍).

(2) Rejection of common-mode noise and disturbances
picked up by both 𝑍1 and 𝑍2.

(3) Rejection of environmental effects, such as thermal
drifts, affecting both sensors.

(4) Rejection of the noise of the 𝑉AC source [87].
From the point of view of noise, this solution is critical for

two reasons. First, the addition of the inverting buffer should
not introduce additional noise, thus requiring the noise of the
buffer, when referred to the circuit input, to be negligible with
respect to the front-end noise contribution. Furthermore,
since a second identical impedance is connected to the
virtual ground, the sensor capacitance doubles, with possibly
relevant impact on the noise, as pointed out above.

Finally, it is worth noting that 𝑍2 can be either a physical
replica of the sensor or a dummy impedance equal to the
sensor equivalent impedance 𝑍1. Interestingly, the dummy
impedance 𝑍2 can be automatically tuned in magnitude and
phase to accuratelymatch𝑍1 even in the presence of parasitic
terms [87].

5. Conclusions

The results here reviewed have shown the possibility of lever-
aging high-resolution impedance sensing to detect micron-
sized objects and nanometric displacement. In particular, the
state of the art in capacitance sensing down to zeptoFarad res-
olution has been analyzed. Key design guidelines, including
electrodes and electronics codesign, monolithic integration,
parasitics minimization, SNR maximization, and differential
strategies, have been extracted from the examples and briefly
discussed.

Despite its great versatility, impedance has a weak aspect:
it is not specific. In particular, temperature variations affect
the impedance ofmaterials.Thus, whenmeasuring a tinyΔ𝑍,
it is important to keep under control all the environmental
parameters and cross-sensitivity effects. Luckily, environ-
mental drifts are commonly very slow with respect to the
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detection time scales, so that they can be easily discriminated
and filtered. In any case, when measuring a variation Δ𝑍/𝑍
in the ppm range (i.e., DR > 120 dB), all the components of
the sensor conditioning chain must grant a ppm stability.

On the digital processing side, not discussed in this
review focusing on devices and analog electronics, several
important functions are being progressively embedded in
the sensor, such as calibration, fault detection, and autodi-
agnostics. Clearly, the miniaturization of massively produced
sensors, beyond their pervasive dissemination in the smart
world, enables new sensing paradigmswhere complementary
sensors are combined in a cooperative way (such as MEMS
accelerometers and gyroscopes in inertial navigation units
[88]) in order to improve their sensing capabilities.
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